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the winners. Or the-pupils may be set to think out five
or six sensible-questions, given a definite topic and
introductory words for each question. But any teacher
of intelligence can devise methods for himself, bearing
in mind that there is interest in variety. He will bore
the pupils by adhering to one method all the time.
La7iguage Drill
(b)	It is well to reiterate  here  the purpose  of the
language teaching,  namely,  the acquisition of speech
foabits, not simply of conscious knowledge.    Habits are
automatic  and spontaneous,  the pupil,   that  is,  must
learn to speak accurately without hesitating or thinking
out his sentences.    That being so, the teacher should not
<be afraid of language drill; of making his Pupils repeat
some fresh sentence or sentence form o-ver and over again.
For this purpose a convenient plan is to alternate indivi-
dual and simultaneous practice.    First   the  individual
pupil may repeat, then a group or succession of groups,
•each small enough for the teacher to hear what each
pupil is saying, then the whole class, the teacher stop-
ping now and then to pick out a pupil here and there to
test his accuracy or attention.    Simultaneous  practice
of this kind,  provided the  trouble is taken to  avoid
mechanical and careless individual repetition, is a measure
of economy, and helps to solve the problem of securing
in a lesson period enough practice in speech from each
pupil in a class.
In the ideal the class for beginners should be limited
to twenty pupils, but this ideal is not likely to be attained
at present.
Memorising Sample Sentences
(c)	With a view to assist the formation of particular
•speech habits  the pupil should regularly  learn sample
sentences by heart.    Care should be exercised in selecting
sentences for memorizing.    They have to  be  such as
illustrate   clearly   some   usage,   word-combination,   or
construction,  in  which   experience  shows  that   pupils
are apt to go wrong or find special difficulty in forming
the new habit.    Sample sentences form a kind of mental
reference library, and in most cases serve better as  a

